
Abstract:
The goal of data center operators is to provide high availability to their customers. Data center networks operate at massive scales. Failures in these 

networks are unavoidable, and when they occur, they can have a detrimental effect on availability. Finding the cause of problems in data center 

networks is akin to finding the proverbial needle in a haystack. In addition, diagnosing failures has to go beyond finding the devices that have 

failed. In practice operators also need to know which applications are impacted by the failure, and by how much. In this talk, I will show how we 

achieved holistic, practical, and deployable diagnosis systems for data center networks.
 
I take a two-step approach to diagnose specific applications and quantifying the impact of individual failures. First, I build a system NetPoirot 

(SIGCOMM 2016) that identifies the entity responsible for the failure. Second, using 007 (NSDI 2018) I identify the link responsible for the problem 

while quantifying its impact to individual applications. NetPoirot allows operators to identify whether the client, network, or the server is 

responsible for a problem without any network/server infrastructure changes. In designing NetPoirot we showed, for the first time, that we can 

identify whether the network, client, or server was responsible for failures through monitoring coarse-grained TCP statistics. If NetPoirot blames the 

network as the culprit, 007 can be used to pinpoint the device that caused the problem. 007 can also be used to attribute failures to applications 

they impact.  In this talk, I will describe both NetPoirot and 007 and their impact on how operators approach diagnosis in Microsoft’s networks.
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